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synopsis

young shawnouk kills a man during a robbery and flees into the 

forest. deciding to return to his atikamekw village in québec 

(canada), he tries to redeem himself using traditional cleansing 

rituals. 

BEFORE THE STREETS celebrates a revival of native culture and 

its traditions, as embodied by the very actors who participated in 

the film. the first dramatic feature shot in the native language 

of atikamekw, the film boasts a cast composed almost entirely of 

non-professionals living and working in the villages where the 

film was shot. the story takes place in manawan, while a forest 

fire closes in on the nearby village of wemotaci.

first-time feature director chloé leriche made BEFORE THE STREETS 

with the collaboration of québec’s three atikamekw communities, 

in drawing on all the vitality they embody. by following the pacing 

of her non-professional actors, she created a distinct style that 

goes beyond notions of the north-american indie genre and 

recent media reports on the dismal conditions in canada’s native 

communities.



chloé leriche biography

Self-taught, chloé leriche has written, directed, edited and produced a number of short Self-taught, chloé leriche has written, directed, edited and produced a number of short 

films since 2001. she works in both fiction and art video. her work has screened on tv, in films since 2001. she works in both fiction and art video. her work has screened on tv, in 

museums and at numerous festivals.museums and at numerous festivals.

after a first, well-received short, LA RÉPLIQUE, she joined the collective kino (2001-2003) after a first, well-received short, LA RÉPLIQUE, she joined the collective kino (2001-2003) 

and participated in several avant-garde cabarets in québec and abroad, making some and participated in several avant-garde cabarets in québec and abroad, making some 

twenty short films in languages as varied as malay, russian, polish and german. among twenty short films in languages as varied as malay, russian, polish and german. among 

those films, FRAGMENT OU LETTRE À UN ALLEMAND (DONT JE SUIS AMOUREUSE EN SECRET) those films, FRAGMENT OU LETTRE À UN ALLEMAND (DONT JE SUIS AMOUREUSE EN SECRET) 

earned a special mention for the prix de la création at the vidéoforme festival (france, earned a special mention for the prix de la création at the vidéoforme festival (france, 

2004). later, her short for young people LES GRANDS (produced as part of the nsi drama 2004). later, her short for young people LES GRANDS (produced as part of the nsi drama 

prize program at the winnipeg national screen Institute) was presented at the toronto prize program at the winnipeg national screen Institute) was presented at the toronto 

international film festival and chosen for TOP TEN 2008, a selection of the year’s ten international film festival and chosen for TOP TEN 2008, a selection of the year’s ten 

best canadian shorts that toured 50 cinemas across canada. that same year she filmed best canadian shorts that toured 50 cinemas across canada. that same year she filmed 

two poems for a collective feature, UN CRI AU BONHEUR (Virages), based on texts by two poems for a collective feature, UN CRI AU BONHEUR (Virages), based on texts by 

marie-claire blais and normand de bellefeuille. she also worked with the poet renée marie-claire blais and normand de bellefeuille. she also worked with the poet renée 

gagnon on an art video titled QUI EST LÀ? (les filles électriques). in 2010, SOLEILS BLEUS gagnon on an art video titled QUI EST LÀ? (les filles électriques). in 2010, SOLEILS BLEUS 

(nfb) screened on some 20 screens throughout the vancouver olympic games. (nfb) screened on some 20 screens throughout the vancouver olympic games. 

she also designed the video environment for CIRCUS (2004) and VERSAILLES (2005), two she also designed the video environment for CIRCUS (2004) and VERSAILLES (2005), two 

shows by tuyo, a drumming ensemble specializing in contemporary music, which have shows by tuyo, a drumming ensemble specializing in contemporary music, which have 

been performed in québec, france, mexico and japan.been performed in québec, france, mexico and japan.

she wrote nine episodes for TACTIK, a program for young people produced by vivavision she wrote nine episodes for TACTIK, a program for young people produced by vivavision 

(télé-québec) and programmed shorts for MANGE TA VILLE (artv), the National screen (télé-québec) and programmed shorts for MANGE TA VILLE (artv), the National screen 

institute (2005), the montreal festival of new cinema (2009), and the montréal and institute (2005), the montreal festival of new cinema (2009), and the montréal and   

toronto goethe institutes (2006, 2007).toronto goethe institutes (2006, 2007).

starting in 2004 she collaborated in the creation of a large number of shorts as part starting in 2004 she collaborated in the creation of a large number of shorts as part 

of vidéo paradiso, working with street kids in montréal and teaching them to use video. of vidéo paradiso, working with street kids in montréal and teaching them to use video. 

she then joined the team of wapikoni mobile in encouraging young people from differshe then joined the team of wapikoni mobile in encouraging young people from differ--

ent native communities in québec and ontario to express themselves by means of docuent native communities in québec and ontario to express themselves by means of docu--

mentaries and music videos. during this period she began writing the script for BEFORE mentaries and music videos. during this period she began writing the script for BEFORE 

THE STREETS, her début fiction feature, made with the support of the three atikamekw THE STREETS, her début fiction feature, made with the support of the three atikamekw 

communities in québec, and produced with les films de l’autre.communities in québec, and produced with les films de l’autre.



rykko bellemare – shawnouk

born in la tuque in 1991, rykko bellemare lives in wemotaci. he is a drummer, singer, and born in la tuque in 1991, rykko bellemare lives in wemotaci. he is a drummer, singer, and 

the manager of northern voice, a musical group from wemotaci that has performed the manager of northern voice, a musical group from wemotaci that has performed 

at numerous canadian pow wows since 2010. in 2014 and 2015, northern voice was nomiat numerous canadian pow wows since 2010. in 2014 and 2015, northern voice was nomi--

nated in the category “best contemporary pow wow cd” at the aboriginal people’s nated in the category “best contemporary pow wow cd” at the aboriginal people’s 

choice music award. they collaborated with the band a tribe called red on the tracks choice music award. they collaborated with the band a tribe called red on the tracks 

sisters and suplex. sisters and suplex. 

rykko has taken part in and won numerous traditional native dance competitions in rykko has taken part in and won numerous traditional native dance competitions in 

québec and canada. he was a member of the quebec delegation of atikamekw dancers québec and canada. he was a member of the quebec delegation of atikamekw dancers 

at the world culture festival in berlin in 2011, where he performed before a crowd of at the world culture festival in berlin in 2011, where he performed before a crowd of 

over 70,000.over 70,000.



kwena bellemare boivin – kwena 

like the character she plays, kwena bellemare boivin really is rykko’s sister, and she’s like the character she plays, kwena bellemare boivin really is rykko’s sister, and she’s 

very committed to her culture. for seven years kwena has devoted herself to singvery committed to her culture. for seven years kwena has devoted herself to sing--

ing and dancing, exploring both their traditional and contemporary expressions. ing and dancing, exploring both their traditional and contemporary expressions.   

she dances wearing the jingle dress, she sings with northern voice and she also sings she dances wearing the jingle dress, she sings with northern voice and she also sings 

pop music. In 2015 she performed in la tuque, opening for samian. she can also be seen on pop music. In 2015 she performed in la tuque, opening for samian. she can also be seen on 

the aboriginal peoples television network in the series the aboriginal peoples television network in the series LA BRIGADE DES NATIONS AND LA BRIGADE DES NATIONS AND   

LE RyTHME.LE RyTHME.



jacques newashish – paul-yves 

born in la tuque in 1958, jacques is an artist who expresses himself through paintborn in la tuque in 1958, jacques is an artist who expresses himself through paint--

ing and sculpture, he is a story-teller and a singer, as well. in his work he draws on ing and sculpture, he is a story-teller and a singer, as well. in his work he draws on   

native traditions, which he updates in a unique and highly contemporary manner. native traditions, which he updates in a unique and highly contemporary manner.   

he has made two short films with wapikoni mobile, MIGRATIONS (2009) and GAME OVER he has made two short films with wapikoni mobile, MIGRATIONS (2009) and GAME OVER 

(2010). he is also active in numerous projects that seek to foster creativity among the (2010). he is also active in numerous projects that seek to foster creativity among the 

youth in his community.youth in his community.



janis ottawa – anita  

born in 1973, janis ottawa is the mother of three grown children. she lives in manawan, born in 1973, janis ottawa is the mother of three grown children. she lives in manawan, 

where she teaches atikamekw at a grade school. janis is passionate about her culture, where she teaches atikamekw at a grade school. janis is passionate about her culture, 

particularly its crafts (beading, sewing) and dance. at pow wows she takes on the particularly its crafts (beading, sewing) and dance. at pow wows she takes on the 

role of protectress of the earth. when she dances, wearing traditional dress, she role of protectress of the earth. when she dances, wearing traditional dress, she 

caresses mother earth with the fringes of her garment. her steps are precise and concaresses mother earth with the fringes of her garment. her steps are precise and con--

trolled; she is careful not to destroy the life under her feet.trolled; she is careful not to destroy the life under her feet.



martin dubreuil - thomas dugré 

born in montréal in 1972, martin dubreuil is a québec actor. he has appeared in countborn in montréal in 1972, martin dubreuil is a québec actor. he has appeared in count--

less shorts and several features, including TOUT EST PARFAIT (yves christian fournier, less shorts and several features, including TOUT EST PARFAIT (yves christian fournier, 

2008), LES 7 JOURS DU TALION (podz, 2010), 10½ (podz, 2010), L’AFFAIRE DUMONT (podz, 2012) 2008), LES 7 JOURS DU TALION (podz, 2010), 10½ (podz, 2010), L’AFFAIRE DUMONT (podz, 2012) 

and FÉLIX ET MEIRA (maxime giroux, 2014), which was this year’s canadian oscar entry. and FÉLIX ET MEIRA (maxime giroux, 2014), which was this year’s canadian oscar entry.   

a songwriter and tambourine player, he appears as johnny maldoror in the rock a songwriter and tambourine player, he appears as johnny maldoror in the rock 

group les breastfeeders.group les breastfeeders.



INTERVIEW WITH CHLOÉ LERICHE

how did this project come about?

I was working for Wapikoni Mobile, a project that involved traveling  to native communities in a I was working for Wapikoni Mobile, a project that involved traveling  to native communities in a 

trailer equipped with video cameras and editing tables. The idea was to encourage young people trailer equipped with video cameras and editing tables. The idea was to encourage young people 

to express themselves through cinema. The first time I went to Obedjiwan, an Atikamekw comto express themselves through cinema. The first time I went to Obedjiwan, an Atikamekw com--

munity in northern Mauricie, I met a young man in the street and suggested he make a documenmunity in northern Mauricie, I met a young man in the street and suggested he make a documen--

tary on whatever subject he wanted. We went to look for two of his friends to hold the camera tary on whatever subject he wanted. We went to look for two of his friends to hold the camera 

and record sound. I told his friends to ask him questions, and we filmed in different places around and record sound. I told his friends to ask him questions, and we filmed in different places around 

the village. Speaking to the camera, He talked about friends and relatives of his who had taken the village. Speaking to the camera, He talked about friends and relatives of his who had taken 

their own lives. The longer we shot, the longer the list of names grew. It was harrowing. After their own lives. The longer we shot, the longer the list of names grew. It was harrowing. After 

that, of the different scripts I was developing, BEFORE THE STREETS forced itself on me like a that, of the different scripts I was developing, BEFORE THE STREETS forced itself on me like a 

scream. I felt compelled to make it, it became a necessity. The project grabbed hold of me and scream. I felt compelled to make it, it became a necessity. The project grabbed hold of me and 

wouldn’t let go. wouldn’t let go. 



how did you prepare for filming?

I spent a lot of time in different native communities. I visited Obedjiwan several times; in all I spent a lot of time in different native communities. I visited Obedjiwan several times; in all   

I must have spent six months there. I took part in many traditional ceremonies and pow wows, I must have spent six months there. I took part in many traditional ceremonies and pow wows, 

I lived with different families and made many friends. I also did research and read about the I lived with different families and made many friends. I also did research and read about the 

native concept of restorative justice.  I attended councils of elders, where village elders meet native concept of restorative justice.  I attended councils of elders, where village elders meet 

to discuss different issues and question solutions. In my film, the resolution, with the return to to discuss different issues and question solutions. In my film, the resolution, with the return to 

tradition, grew out of these exchanges.tradition, grew out of these exchanges.

why did you choose to shoot in atikamekw?

Québecers know very little about First Nations people. When you visit a native community, Québecers know very little about First Nations people. When you visit a native community, 

the language is your first shock. I wanted Québec audiences to realize how rich and dynamic the language is your first shock. I wanted Québec audiences to realize how rich and dynamic 

this culture is. Atikamekw is a vibrant and very colorful language. Every Atikamekw who lives this culture is. Atikamekw is a vibrant and very colorful language. Every Atikamekw who lives 

in these communities speaks their language. When kids talk, French and English words slip in in these communities speaks their language. When kids talk, French and English words slip in 

right and left; as an artist, I found that very inspiring.right and left; as an artist, I found that very inspiring.

But the main reason for the choice of language was so that Atikamekw people could see and But the main reason for the choice of language was so that Atikamekw people could see and 

hear a realistic, contemporary portrayal of themselves on the big screen. I wanted to give them hear a realistic, contemporary portrayal of themselves on the big screen. I wanted to give them 

that space. I’ve always felt that the people of Québec only started to really exist when joual, that space. I’ve always felt that the people of Québec only started to really exist when joual, 

their spoken language, was finally heard on stage and on TV.their spoken language, was finally heard on stage and on TV.

  

how did you find your actors?

I did a lot of auditions. Initially I was looking for a 16-year-old boy and his girlfriend, but then I did a lot of auditions. Initially I was looking for a 16-year-old boy and his girlfriend, but then 

a few months before I was set to start shooting I met Rykko Bellemare and Kwena Boivin a few months before I was set to start shooting I met Rykko Bellemare and Kwena Boivin   

Bellemare, an extremely talented brother and sister, so I decided to rewrite my story for them. Bellemare, an extremely talented brother and sister, so I decided to rewrite my story for them. 

In fact, all the roles were adjusted to the cast. The arc of the film remained intact, but the In fact, all the roles were adjusted to the cast. The arc of the film remained intact, but the   

actors brought a lot of light to the story – as with, for instance, the place of music in the film.actors brought a lot of light to the story – as with, for instance, the place of music in the film.



how did you work with the non-actors?

With non-professionals, the first takes are often the best, so I didn’t want to burn the actors out With non-professionals, the first takes are often the best, so I didn’t want to burn the actors out 

in rehearsals. Two months before shooting, we worked on scenes similar to those in my story, in rehearsals. Two months before shooting, we worked on scenes similar to those in my story, 

and we did acting exercises. But the main part of my job consisted in putting the actors at ease. and we did acting exercises. But the main part of my job consisted in putting the actors at ease. 

They had to feel confident about themselves and about me. Acting is all about letting go.They had to feel confident about themselves and about me. Acting is all about letting go.

I also wanted them to appropriate the story, to believe in the movie, in the necessity of makI also wanted them to appropriate the story, to believe in the movie, in the necessity of mak--

ing it. None of the Atikamekw actors had dreamed about being in films. It was only when I told ing it. None of the Atikamekw actors had dreamed about being in films. It was only when I told 

them the story that they decided to get involved. They were surprised, I remember; they felt like them the story that they decided to get involved. They were surprised, I remember; they felt like 

it was an Atikamekw story. And I think that’s why they were so committed to the project. It was it was an Atikamekw story. And I think that’s why they were so committed to the project. It was 

as important to them that the film be authentic as it was to me. During shooting, for instance, as important to them that the film be authentic as it was to me. During shooting, for instance, 

they gave me input on the meaning of their clothing.they gave me input on the meaning of their clothing.

The shoot was planned for non-professional actors. We shot chronologically, except when The shoot was planned for non-professional actors. We shot chronologically, except when 

scheduling didn’t allow it, so that the actors would feel all the nuances of emotion that their scheduling didn’t allow it, so that the actors would feel all the nuances of emotion that their 

characters were experiencing.characters were experiencing.

On set we’d do a read-through, and then the crew would get into position. It was very organic. On set we’d do a read-through, and then the crew would get into position. It was very organic. 

We worked with the materials around us, adjusting as required. It was sometimes challenging, We worked with the materials around us, adjusting as required. It was sometimes challenging, 

but so inspiring! It also helped that we had time. We shot for 31 days, with a script that we could but so inspiring! It also helped that we had time. We shot for 31 days, with a script that we could 

change as we went along and that allowed me to go by my intuition.change as we went along and that allowed me to go by my intuition.

And I was open to input from the crew. If someone came up with a good idea, I’d use it. It was And I was open to input from the crew. If someone came up with a good idea, I’d use it. It was 

stimulating for everybody, because we could all be creative. The crew had a lot of artistic experistimulating for everybody, because we could all be creative. The crew had a lot of artistic experi--

ence. The production was responsive, mobile. We were about twenty on set.ence. The production was responsive, mobile. We were about twenty on set.

  

how do you direct actors in a language that you don’t speak?

I listen to the music, the rhythm – but in fact I paid attention mostly to realism. If the emoI listen to the music, the rhythm – but in fact I paid attention mostly to realism. If the emo--

tion’s sincere, it doesn’t matter if a few words are missing, what counts is the performance. And tion’s sincere, it doesn’t matter if a few words are missing, what counts is the performance. And   

I wanted an Atikamekw text, I wanted the actors to use their own words. So a few days before I wanted an Atikamekw text, I wanted the actors to use their own words. So a few days before 

filming, they translated their own lines. It allowed us to talk about intentions, and I knew that filming, they translated their own lines. It allowed us to talk about intentions, and I knew that 

when they picked up their pencil to translate, they were engaging their memory. I showed them when they picked up their pencil to translate, they were engaging their memory. I showed them 

techniques that draw on muscle memory, visual memory, auditory memory.techniques that draw on muscle memory, visual memory, auditory memory.



When we started editing, I had the rushes translated. I discovered wonderful nuances. For inWhen we started editing, I had the rushes translated. I discovered wonderful nuances. For in--

stance, in one scene two boys talk about respect. That’s a typically native notion – I didn’t ask stance, in one scene two boys talk about respect. That’s a typically native notion – I didn’t ask 

for it, it came from them. That’s how they guided me in ensuring the authenticity of the story.for it, it came from them. That’s how they guided me in ensuring the authenticity of the story.

what was it like shooting in an aboriginal community?

It was crazy. We were allowed to do things we could never have done in the city, for sure. The It was crazy. We were allowed to do things we could never have done in the city, for sure. The 

band council gave us permission to use several community locations, and the inhabitants of band council gave us permission to use several community locations, and the inhabitants of 

Manawan welcomed us to shoot in their homes, on their balconies, in their sheds. The AtikameManawan welcomed us to shoot in their homes, on their balconies, in their sheds. The Atikame--

kw are extremely generous, and thanks to their hospitality, nothing was impossible. That was kw are extremely generous, and thanks to their hospitality, nothing was impossible. That was 

essential because our resources were limited. We couldn’t drive five hours to buy a prop, for exessential because our resources were limited. We couldn’t drive five hours to buy a prop, for ex--

ample. We had to make do with what we found. The Manawan townspeople would laugh, wonample. We had to make do with what we found. The Manawan townspeople would laugh, won--

der why we wanted to borrow an old bike or shoot in a location that didn’t seem at all special to der why we wanted to borrow an old bike or shoot in a location that didn’t seem at all special to 

them. If only they knew! For me, the locations and community formed a character in their own them. If only they knew! For me, the locations and community formed a character in their own 

right. The kids playing in the street, the ATVs that drove by – sometimes they interfered, but on right. The kids playing in the street, the ATVs that drove by – sometimes they interfered, but on 

the whole they added lots of color. the whole they added lots of color. 

in fact, the story is quite universal. it’s also a family drama...

At the center there’s the story of Shawnouk, his fall, and how he begins to redeem himself, but At the center there’s the story of Shawnouk, his fall, and how he begins to redeem himself, but 

it’s also about the deep ties that bind him to those around him. The love he feels for his sister, it’s also about the deep ties that bind him to those around him. The love he feels for his sister, 

his mother or father  – or the lack thereof – is something we can all relate to. In a film that prehis mother or father  – or the lack thereof – is something we can all relate to. In a film that pre--

sents both a culture that is not very well known to a Québec audience and a very difficult story, sents both a culture that is not very well known to a Québec audience and a very difficult story, 

the family context helps spectators identify with the protagonists.the family context helps spectators identify with the protagonists.

I wanted to present the family like a clan, and show how important the sense of community is I wanted to present the family like a clan, and show how important the sense of community is 

to First Nations. People are really there for each other, it’s wonderful to witness! In BEFORE THE to First Nations. People are really there for each other, it’s wonderful to witness! In BEFORE THE 

STREETS I wanted to highlight their resiliance, and how it manifests itself, because we rarely STREETS I wanted to highlight their resiliance, and how it manifests itself, because we rarely 

hear about this essential facet of native cultures. I felt I was documenting something absolutely hear about this essential facet of native cultures. I felt I was documenting something absolutely 

unique, and at the same time expanding my own vision.unique, and at the same time expanding my own vision.
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